
COURSE/PROGRAME OUTCOME OF DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY

The field of phisophy is an activity student undertake when they seek to understand fundamental

truths about themselves, the heored in which they time and their relationships to the herod and to

each other. Students learn home to write clearly and to read closely, with a critical eye, they aqre

thught to spot bad reasoning, and how to avoid it in their heriting and in their heark-

The study of philosophy helps us to enhance our ability to solve problems, our communication

skills, persuasike poelrs and students heriting skills.

CO- I -.General PhilosophY

The student hiess aboe to learn, this is the broad hcord of philosophy in habited by all those who

seriously and genuinely try to came to terms with life and who struggle for understanding-

CO-z- Symbolic logic and ligic of scientic enquiry.

The student him able to learn the scientife method involves making conjectures ( hypothesis)

deriving predictions from as logical consequences, and then carrying out experiment or empirical

observations based on those predictions.

CO-3- Indian Philosophy:

It refers to philosophical tradition of Indian subcontinent Ancient and medieval era texts of

Indian Philosophies Include.

CO-4- Philosophy at language.

The student will able to learn language is important because it is so useful in our relationships

and in our development and education.

CO-5- Contemporary Indian Philosophy:

It has arisen in arreaness at eh nned to recountile the forces of tradition with those of modernity.

There is in it a define attempt to construct a system.

CO-6- Modern European PhilosoPhY

It develop in the modern era and associated with modernity.

CO-7- Descartis Meditation on I't Philosophy

Descates, overall intention is to present the idea that our perception and sensation are flewed and

should not be trusted entirelY.

CO-8- The study at Bhagavadgita

The student will able to learn the truth of lisfe the meaning of life the valuasat tife, itre purpose of

life the way how to live life.
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CO-9- Ethics and Appeial Ethiecs:

The student will abol3e to learn it ist he moral philosophy study at kehat is right and wrong in

human behavior.

CO-10- The Major religion of the world.

The student will able to learn it is belief in and worship of superhuman controlling power,

especially a personal God and gods.

CO-l I - Social and political philosophy.

It is the area of philosophy concerned with how we should live together. As such it focuses on

Principle for regulating the living together of members of society.

CO- I 2-Phi loso0phy of upanisad.

Upanisudas are the expreiam of the Philosophical truths of the veds.

CO-13- Gandhian study:

The student will able to learn Gandhian is a body of idea that describes the inspiration , vision

and the life work at Mohan Das Gandhi.

CO-l 4- Greck Philosophy

Student will able to learn, Ithes attributed in graphical tradition.

DSE-l- The Philosophy of Bhagavad Gita.

The student will able to learn the truth of life the meaning bf life, the values of life, the purpose

of life, the heavy how to live life.

DSE-ll- Philosophy of Religion.

The philosophilal examination of the central thems and concepts evolved in religionhs traditions.

It is the relational thought about religions issues and concern without a presumption at the

existence at deity or reliane on acts of faith.

DSE-lll-lndian Ethics

In the knowledge tradition of India ethis has its Origin units religions and philosophical thinking

in every religions tradition, good moral conduct in considered eeential for a happy and contented

life.


